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At last! Our second RV12 flies in
A"er a year and a half of shouldering the en3re RV12 workload, IC finally has some back-up – Kernow RV’s second 
aircra" was flown to Bodmin from Yorkshire on July 29th. And according to Arfur Bryant, who brought her in, she flies as 
well as IC or beLer. Her three-bladed propeller makes her feel more powerful and very smooth, and her handling is a 
credit to her builder Bob Dawson. 
The arrival of G-CLSF in the hangar at 
Bodmin marks the greatest milestone in a 
long and some3mes fraught acquisi3on 
process. Since the day the first RV12 G-CJIC 
arrived in 2020 it was realised that a second 
similar aircra" would be needed, and the 
level of urgency has increased as IC became 
ever more popular.  
But new RV12s are thin on the ground. SF 
was an early target as she was being 
constructed by a builder whose bona fides 
were vouched for by people we know and 
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respect, but there were many stumbling blocks along the way. Darren Fern handled nego3a3ons with the builder 
while Pat Malone arranged the finance, and there were 3mes when the novelty of doing a deal on an aircra" that 
didn’t yet exist using money that we didn’t really have caused a certain amount of heartburn. But somewhat 
surprisingly, it all came together in the end.  
The priority was to get the aircra" flyable and deliver it to Bodmin, so there are s3ll quite a number of cosme3c 
jobs to be done in the quiet season to come. Darren actually won a substan3al discount on the price for some of 
the outstanding work, which can be done at our leisure. Ul3mately she will be painted in the same scheme as IC. 
Ferry pilot Arfur Bryant reports: “I collected the aircra" from Gamston (Re_ord Airport) on Friday 29th July. David 

Walker, the club's latest addi3on to the 
instructor cadre, flew me up in G-EGLA, and 
we would fly back to Bodmin in company 
with each other. 
“Gamston was fairly busy despite major 
resurfacing works ongoing, and the cafe was 
busy too. G-CLSF had been kept in a clean, 
dry hangar but had been pulled outside 
ready for collec3on. The key (just one) was 
up in the control tower. The tower staff were 
welcoming and the cafe had great cakes! 
The engine started first 3me and ran very 
smoothly. Apart from one extra circuit 
breaker for a different type of standby 
instrument, and a carbon fibre dashboard, 

the cockpit arrangement is iden3cal to that of G-CJIC. A"er a fairly long warm up period, we taxied to the holding 
point and completed the engine power checks without any issue. Takeoff was quick! SF has a lot of performance, 
and the engine sounds smooth at all revolu3ons. 
"The flight back was slightly turbulent due to thermal ac3vity but SF performed beau3fully. I was not hanging 
around and averaged over 100kts for 2.5 hours. G-EGLA had to work hard to keep up. SF handles perfectly with an 
excellent turning performance, something I found useful when I had to avoid a Cessa pilot over Derbyshire who 
was obviously not aware of our presence as he kept turning towards me, even though I had turned to avoid him.  
Whilst averaging over 100kts, SF returned an excep3onal 17 litres per hour economy. At the end of a long and 
uneven_ul flight, SF landed at her new home a"er not missing a beat. 
“There are a few modifica3ons required but we hope to have her fully serviceable to start training flight as soon 
as possible. Thanks to David once again for being the other ferry pilot. We had a great day out!” 

IC meets her new stablemate

SF will be finished and painted in the off season



Good news all round – except on fuel costs
By Chairman Darren Fern 
This month saw a hive of ac4vity on site, par4cularly in Hangar 3 which has now been divided into two – 3A at 
the front, and 3B at the back. There isn’t much to see of 3B at the moment, but plans are being drawn up for 
submission to the local authori4es. 
Hangar 3A has new ligh4ng, courtesy of Howard Fawkes and his colleagues, and has been painted by a small 
group of club members led by David Young, who did a great job in turning the dusty and soot-lined walls into 
an area fit for occupa4on. The indefa4gable Roger Davis has been up on the roof clearing 50 years of 
accumulated dirt from the skylights. 
Our new tenants, Sarah and Robin 
King, will be moving in this month to 
operate Sky4Pilots at Bodmin. 
AQrac4ng new tenants was an 
important strategic goal of the Board, 
and we are delighted that such a busy 
and vibrant local company chose to 
relocate to our airfield. Rod Bellamy 
and Bruce Keeping will remain in the 
Trago hangar for the 4me being, un4l 
the rebuilding of 3B is complete. 
We have taken possession of our new 
RV12, and it will be on line for 
training and self-fly hire in early 
August. It’s been a long haul finding 
another aircraX, but it was absolutely 
essen4al for our ongoing opera4ons. 
When things get less busy in the 
winter she will be off line for a couple 
of weeks whilst she has her paint job 
done, to match the scheme of our exis4ng RV12. Managing the day to day opera4ons of our fleet is a 
demanding job, and the Board would like to thank Arfur Bryant for his hard work keeping the flight ops going 
throughout the summer, despite unforeseen technical issues with the aircraX.  
Cash flow is 4ght at the moment due to a flurry of ac4vity to improve our aircraX fleet and our ability to offer a 

wide range of fuels. We have reviewed 
our fuel costs and prices, and there will 
inevitably be a rise in cost in the next 
few weeks; Avgas prices will need to rise 
to similar levels at our nearest airfields. 
UL91 is proving increasingly difficult to 
get hold of, as the suppliers transi4on to 
UL94 instead; we will no doubt be 
changing to UL94 too as supplies 
increase. We have been selling UL91 at a 
loss since the last delivery of eight 
drums, and prices will have to rise 
significantly in order to cut our losses.  
This is obviously concerning, although 
looking at forecourt prices for mogas, it 
is hardly a surprise. The cost of fuel 
affects our opera4ng costs for club 
aircraX as well as those of private 
owners. As a consequence, prices for all 
aircraX hire and flight training will rise to 
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cover the cost of fuel. From August 1st the price of avgas at the pump rises to £2.20 per litre plus VAT, a total of 
£2.64. Members have a 10p per litre discount on the pre-VAT figure. UL91 rises to £2.88 plus VAT per litre, a 
total of £3.46, and again, members have a 10p discount on the pre-VAT figure. To mi4gate some of the effects, 
our number one site priority is now to build a bunded area for the new bowser. We had hoped to have its garage 

by now, but supply chain issues have 
caused some delay. As the bowser is 
lockable and secure, we can manage 
with the bunded base of the garage for 
the 4me being, and then start to sell 98 
octane super unleaded, alcohol free 
fuel.  
We are in the process of acquiring the 
STCs needed to operate our 172 and 
152 on this new fuel, which should help 
mi4gate some of the price rises. It will 
also help decrease the ‘lead sludging’ 
that is a burden to most current aircraX 
engines. The STC for engines and 
airframes are available for a wide range 
of aircraX (we will get ours from 
Peterson avia4on) and it would be 
worth all aircraX owners inves4ga4ng 
whether the STCs exist for their own 
par4cular type. 

We are moving closer to having the SAH1 aircraX available on a lease basis. It was originally designed as a military 
trainer and built in the Trago hangar many years ago. It is IFR capable, and also suitable for aeroba4c training and 
will be a valuable addi4on to our fleet. When this project comes to frui4on, we may need to consider selling the 
152 should our cash flow posi4on deteriorate during the current financial crisis. Prices are buoyant at the 
moment, but we would need to ensure that we 4me any possible sale to take advantage of this. 
The weather for the VAC event was disappoin4ngly poor, although the Bader Braves event went very well. Thank 
you to all those involved in making our events memorable. The hard work of the many volunteers and staff does 
not go unrecognised by the Board, nor indeed by our members and visitors. 
One bit of unwelcome news – Nick ChiQenden has decided to step down from the Board before the AGM. Nick 
has been a huge asset to the Board, and his exper4se in engineering, instruc4ng and commercial flying have 
proved invaluable 4me and again. He could always be relied on to express his views trenchantly and with passion, 
and we will miss his broad knowledge and uncompromising common sense. I’m sure he will remain available to 
give help and advice when we need it, but work and family must come first. Thanks for everything, Nick –  Darren

New RV12 will take the load off IC

SAH1, or ‘FLS Sprint’



Hangar 3 gets 
back to business
By Howard Fawkes 
Airfield Manager Jay Gates welcomes Sarah and Robin 
King, owners of Sky4Pilots and new lessee of part of 
Hangar 3A, the newly refurbished front secEon of the 
fire-damaged engineering hangar at Bodmin. Sarah’s 
company makes aircraI covers – have a look at their 
website, sky4pilots.co.uk – and values the opportunity to 
have customers fly in to have their measurements taken 
and choose their paMerns. The Board is keen to aMract 
more tenants and is planning to rebuild the other half of 
the building, Hangar 3B, to include offices that could be 
rented. In fact Sky4Pilots will move to the ground floor of 
Hangar 3B once it’s completed, and Hangar 3A will revert 
fully to maintenance – although that’s some way off at 

the moment. We haven’t yet firmed up the 
Hangar 3B design. 
We’ve spent much of the last month geSng 
Hangar 3A ready for Sky4Pilots. The 
parEEon was completed in June, but the 
building wasn’t opEmal for a business than 
needs a lot of light and a clean environment. 
I’ve installed a powerful lighEng system and 
created a new electrical installaEon to 
power their fabric cuSng and sewing 
machines. Roger Davis has done sterling 
work cleaning half a century of dirt off the 
skylights to give us about 10% more natural 
light. A small group of club members led by 
David Young – who is more used to painEng 
the fabulous aviaEon pictures you see in the 
clubhouse – prepared and painted the walls, 
and Sarah was very pleased with the 

finished product. Thanks to everyone 
involved. 
Our plans for Hangar 3B have been slightly 
delayed by covid infecEons among the major 
players, and we have other urgent projects 
to aMend to – the bunding for the fuel 
bowser, for example. Given the stories you 
read in this newsleMer about the price of 
fuel, we need urgently to get a supply of 
ethanol-free mogas on site. But the seSng 
up of Sky4Pilots marks the first Eme since 
last October’s fire that Hangar 3 has come 
back into use, and it’s a milestone that’s 
worth recording. 

Jay welcomes Sky4Pilots
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The heat’s on, for a change
By Airfield Manager Jay Gates 
Was that hot enough for you? A7er months of standard Bri9sh complaints about poor weather and plain9ve 
queries about when summer was coming, we got it with a bang, and a nuclear bang at that! We all know 
that on July 18th the mercury at RAF Coningsby in Lincolnshire touched 40.3°C and broke the Bri9sh record 
for the warmest temperature ever recorded. Well, here at Bodmin we didn’t do too badly, as our mercury 
maxed out at 37°C. The historical average 
temperature for July at Bodmin is 19°C – 
almost half of what was recorded on July 18th.  
Concern is evident all around the country 
about the lack of rainfall, with Hampshire and 
the Isle of Wight officially banning the use of 
hosepipes. Cornwall has not quite got there 
yet, but our sta9s9cs on the airfield are 
certainly poin9ng in that direc9on. Historically, 
Bodmin would record an average of 82mm of 
rainfall in July, with rain falling on an average of 
10 days in the month. Up to July 29th the 
airfield recorded a grand total of just 5.5mm of 
rainfall, with a run of 18 consecu9ve days 
where no rain was recorded at all. Up to the 
29th, no rain was recorded on 22 July days.  
Rainfall figures are the lowest recorded since 
1911, with predictable effects on our 
reservoirs. Colliford Lake had a water level  of 
just 46.2% of capacity July 24th, compared to 
75% at the same point in 2021. Roadford, the 
largest lake in the south west, is doing be_er 
with 63.1%, the average across all reservoirs in 
the south west being 55.7% compared to 70% at the same point last year. Our near neighbours show similar 
figures, and from west to east the situa9on gets worse. St. Marys in the Scillies has recorded 27% of average 
rainfall, while the Isle of Portland recorded only 2%. The driest place in the United Kingdom up to July 28th 
was RAF Odiham in Hampshire, which recorded zero rainfall during the month. Our Scoesh cousins have had 
the opposite, with both Aultbea in the West Highlands, and Wick in the Far North, repor9ng 101% of average 

rainfall. Fair Isle, between the Orkneys and 
the Shetlands, was the we_est place in the 
country at 145% of average rainfall.  
Given the dry weather, we have had a decent 
flying month, although we lost two days of 
flying due to what else – rain. As of July 29th 
we have recorded 773 movements, which 
compares well with previous years. Pre-
Covid, July, like June, seemed to have 
enjoyed be_er weather, as in July 2018 we 
had 995 movements, with an impressive 
1,029 in 2019, 780 in the Covid-affected year 
of 2020 and 711 as we exited Covid in 2021.  
We con9nue to build up our training 
programme and have welcomed back 
instructor Olly Smith, who is taking his 
summer break from his job as captain with 
the Bri9sh Antarc9c Survey in the Great 

Olly congratulates Franz on his first solo

Arfur sends Chris Farndon out on his own



White South. We have also welcomed a new instructor, Dave Walker, an Airbus A320 Captain with Spring 
Airlines, based out of Shanghai in China. Because of the Chinese Government’s ‘Zero Covid’ policy Dave is 
home for an extended period, and is using his 9me to help train the next genera9on of Airbus pilots.  
Our students con9nue to reach their important training milestones, and in July Franz Forrester flew his first 
solo flight under the watchful eye of Olly Smith. Chris Farndon was also sent on his first solo by Arfur Bryant – 
congratula9ons to both! On a very happy note, two of our members were invited to the Royal Geographical 
Society in London to receive awards from the 
Royal Ins9tute of Naviga9on for their 
creditable performance in the TopNav 
compe99on, where they came second. Pilot 
Tom Hennessy-Jones and navigator Ma_ 
Getson received their awards from the 
Second Sea Lord, Vice Admiral Mar9n 
Connell. Ma_ Getson is 18 years old and has 
yet to officially start his naviga9on training as 
he works towards his PPL at Bodmin, but such 
was his performance that he won the Junior 
Navigator Award, and was presented with a 
£500 bursary from Pooleys to help towards 
the costs of his PPL training.   
Of the two events planned in July, one was a 
great success, the second less so. Our 
members provided six aircra7 to conduct a 
flying programme for the Bader Braves charity 
for children with disabili9es, and their carers. 
The charity was set up by RAF Hurricane pilot 
Douglas Bader, who famously lost both legs in 
a flying accident. The names of all the helpers 
are recorded elsewhere in this newsle_er, but 
we really can’t stress enough the value of the 
work undertaken by Pete White, who puts 
enormous energy into planning our events, 
and who rarely gets the credit he deserves 
when the day goes exactly as planned. Sadly, 
the weather refused to play ball the following weekend for our Vintage Aircra7 Club fly-in and hangar concert. 
Persistent rain, and a cold front over Devon, prevented all of our 25 booked visitors, together with 50 of our 
concert audience, from arriving. It was a blow to have to cancel at the eleventh hour; the concert alone, with 
music provided by a saxophone quartet and poetry readings by a great Cornish wordsmith, was shaping up to 
be a fabulous evening of entertainment. We fully intend to rebook the event, and the entertainers, and will 
again invite friends and neighbours to enjoy the show some 9me in the New Year. 
Fuel dispensing figures show a steady month in which we dispensed 6,848 litres (up to July 29th) which includes 
another strong monthly figure of 1273 litres of UL91. Comparisons are encouraging, with the July 2018 figure 

being 8,440 litres, 2019 seeing 5,955 litres, 
2020 giving us a Covid affected 2,475 litres, 
and 2021 showing 5,400 litres. As I’ve been 
warning for the last few months, we are at the 
point where we have to impose a s9ff increase 
in fuel prices. The cost of fuel remains 
extremely vola9le, and while avgas con9nues 
to rise, it is UL91 that has shown the worst 
rise in the last month, partly because none is 
refined in the UK and it must all be imported. 
We remain the only supplier of UL91 in 
Cornwall, and our avgas price remains 
extremely compe99ve compared to our 
county neighbours. 
The summer weather has brought in visitors 
from far-flung points, and this month we’ve 
welcomed visitors from as far away as 

Matt and Tom at the RNI
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Headcorn in Kent, Ashcro7 in Cheshire, Thruxton in Hampshire, Bournemouth in Dorset, and Wadswick 
Farm in Wiltshire. One unintended visitor was Jodel G-RIVE, which diverted to Bodmin with a rough 
running engine; the problem was soon fixed and he was on his way. The visitor who came furthest was 
German registered Aveco VL-3 Evolu9on, D-MHYU, 
normally resident at Markdorf, close to the German 
border with Austria.  
The lack of rain has brought to an end the summer 
growth of the airfield wildflowers, although there are 
s9ll many out in the field and the bu_erfly paradise 
plant, knapweed, is now flowering in profusion. That 
said, the plant that everyone wants to convert fields 
into wildflower meadows is yellow ra_le, and we are 
blessed with 60 acres of ra_le. As part of our 
community outreach to help our neighbours, we 
invited the Na9onal Trust to come and harvest yellow 
ra_le seeds. The Head Ranger at Cotehele arrived with 
his team of harvesters, and spent the day collec9ng 
seed. They were ecsta9c at the amount they could 
harvest, which they will sow on land at Cotehele and 
possibly Lanhydrock. We also donated seed to a local 
farmer who is crea9ng a wildflower meadow, and to 
Cornwall Council’s environmental unit, which will be 
wilding verges on council estates.  
The previous day we arranged for a hay cut to be 
undertaken on a small area of the airfield in order to 
collect 15 bales of wildflower hay which was donated 
to the Duchy of Cornwall estate, who had previously 
asked if we could assist them with their plans to 
develop a wildflower meadow on every tenant farm in 
this part of Cornwall.  
We are obliged to suppress ragwort, which is toxic to 
horses, ca_le, sheep and deer, and as part of our duty 
of care to our neighbours we must do our bit to limit its 
spread onto surrounding farmland. A ragwort control 
order may be imposed when the weed gets out of 
control, and once such an order has been issued, a landowner is obliged to remove the plant. It is a 
conten9ous subject as there are many insect species that rely on ragwort for a food source, especially 
Cinnabar Moth caterpillars. But ragwort should not be allowed to get into mown hay and end up being fed 

to horses. We conducted 
three ragwort patrols during 
the month to remove the 
plant from the airfield and 
along our external 
boundaries. We were 
helped by the three Liskeard 
School work experience 
students who did a 
marvellous job keeping the 
airfield 9dy, and removing 
ragwort. As I passed the 
new hangar with an armful 
of ragwort Pete White said: 
‘Oh, you shouldn’t have!’ 
And Richard Saw was there 
to capture the photograph 
at le7. I hope Pete found a 
decent vase for the weeds, 

It’s not what you think – they’re botanists
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and disposes of them carefully when they lose 
their bloom. 
As you see elsewhere in this newsle_er, work on 
the fire-damaged Hangar 3 has reached an 
important point, and our new tenants are moving 
in. Howard Fawkes did a marvellous job of 
rewiring the front of the hangar, with new LED 
ligh9ng and power points fi_ed around the walls. 
Gilpins completed the rebuild of the back wall to 
give us a working front area, and Howard sealed 
this wall to make it weather proof. A number of 
volunteers helped to paint the interior to make it 
bright and welcoming. Around the airfield, 
Richard Saw con9nued with his grass-cueng 
programme, keeping the taxiways and runways in 
great condi9on, and the airfield looking 
wonderful. Roger Davis, fresh from his labours on 
the hangar roof clearing the skylights, con9nues 
the upgrading of the clubhouse. We really do 
have a terrific community spirit at work around 
the airfield, not only for the benefit of the club, 
but equally important, for the benefit of our local 
community, of which we are proud to be a part. 
Long may it con9nue.

National Trust seed collector

Supermarine S5 launch this Wednesday – all welcome
We’ve got a press launch at the airfield on Wednesday (August 3rd) for the Supermarine S5 replica that’s being 
built in a project masterminded by Will Hosie, whose father Bill flew the replica that was rebuilt in the Trago 
Hangar at Bodmin in 1986. All members are cordially invited to see the progress that’s been made to date.  
The original S5 was of course the precursor of the Spiuire and was designed by Reginald Mitchell to compete in 
the Schneider Trophy , which it won in 1927 at the then-extraordinary speed of 281.6mph. As the centenary of 
that triumph approaches, a campaign is under way to get a replica into the air as a fieng tribute to a milestone 
design in Bri9sh avia9on engineering. The plans and some components were lost in the October hangar fire, but 
Rod Bellamy, Bruce Keeping and John Blick have been making the wings in the Trago Hangar. Will Hosie now says 
it’s 9me for a major push to increase awareness and geeng some publicity – the project is es9mated to cost 
£275,000, of which some £85,000 has been raised. Fur full details, see www.supermarineseaplane.co.uk. 

Nothing remains of the original S5, which 
was sold to a garage owner for £25 and 
disappeared. A replica was built in the 
1970s at Lands End, and its first flight can 
be seen here:  
h_ps://youtu.be/ZVX_zpEcVj8 
It crashed in 1982, and some components 
were used by Bill Hosie in the rebuild at 
Bodmin.  
Sadly, in 1987 Bill Hosie was killed when it 
crashed again at Mylor. But the aircra7 
represented a great leap forward in 
understanding of aerodynamics and aircra7 
design, and paved the way for the S.6 and 
the S.6B which won the Schneider Trophy 
in subsequent years, and ul9mately the 
Spiuire. Come at 10am and there will be 
free eats – Jay Gates

Bill Hosie with the 1986 replica

http://www.supermarineseaplane.co.uk
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Grumpy Old Men’s trip to France, 2022

Have no qualms about flying to France, which is straigh9orward and very rewarding, says Reg Stainer 
FOLLOWING the easing of Covid restric8ons we decided to embark on our annual French trip, which we have 
sorely missed over the last few years. We planned this as a follow-on aDer aEending the Sanicole Fly-In in 
Belgium. Sadly the ‘weather guessers’ gave out – wrongly, as it turned out – a fairly miserable forecast for the 
route and the venue, so we cancelled our hotel and decided on the basis of the forecast to head straight into 
France instead. 
So a change of venues and flight planning went into effect. Being based in Bodmin, the logical choice was to enter 
France via Dinard (LFRK). Clear customs, refuel, and refreshments in the restaurant and on into France with 
Quiberon planned as our next stop. So following the informa8on on the airfield plate, emails were sent to ATC 
and Customs more than 24 hrs in advance giving the relevant data (aircraD and crew details, point of departure 
and ETA) which was acknowledged by both asking us to include a lot of informa8on about Covid 19 travel 
requirements, which we checked diligently and found there was no problem complying with. 
So Runway HD was thoroughly checked, updates and NOTAMs monitored and studied, the Flight Plan filed and 
acknowledged by NATS. In the next phase of planning, the flight checks and Weight & Balance were sorted, which 
necessitated in leaving some items behind – including, sadly, the interface cable for the VHF/GoPro camera, so 
we recorded no radio traffic between G-NK and ATC, and probably for the beEer, none of our comments either. It 
actually would have been interes8ng for some to hear the exchanges, and realise that flying in France and 
communica8ng with their ATC is very easy. 
The route was quite easy to plan on Runway HD, and with the relevant waypoints entered it was basically EGLA to 
Plymouth, then Start Point, avoid the ac8ve Danger Areas, then direct to DINARD LFRK – or so we thought. I find 
it's easier for us and ATC if we enter not only the FIR Boundary but other defini8ve points into the plan as the 
8me and distance is readily available on the iPad/GPS and they’re a great asset when communica8ng with Jersey 
Control or any ATC. 
So the adventure begin – all ready to go, or so we thought. The predicted weather sank slightly further south 
than predicted, so a call was made to NATS and a very friendly and efficient lady filed a 30 minute delay for us. 
We thought great, all sorted, so we made calls to the NCI (Na8onal Coastwatch Ins8tu8on) based at Froward 

Grumpy old men are go!



Point and Prawle Point to get weather 
updates. They may be primarily for 
mari8me users, but as they can look 
into the English Channel it's a good 
point of info. They gave a favourable 
report, as did the avia8on sources, so 
aDer the 30 minute delay we donned 
lifejackets and were airborne out of 
Bodmin and changed frequency to 
Newquay reques8ng that they ac8vate 
our Flight Plan, and a Basic Service. 
The adventure begins. Newquay 
acknowledged ac8va8on, gave us the 
squawk and in next to no 8me handed 
us over to Plymouth Military, who 
offered us the Basic Service/Squawk 
Code and update on military ac8vity. 
They requested no8fica8on of when we 
were going to contact Jersey Control, 
whom they informed of our inten8ons. 
We gave Coas8ng Out (Feet Wet) over 
Prawle Point as we were VFR, and 
selec8ng the best route given visibility 
and cloud, from then on it was a maEer 
of holding the best heading and 
maintaining a defini8ve horizon, clear of 
cloud at 4000D. Approximately 10 
minutes from the Jersey Zone we made 
a quick call to Plymouth Military 

reques8ng frequency change approval, then called Jersey Control to inform them of our inten8ons. This was 
acknowledged and another squawk entered, and their airspace brief said we would be cleared to enter 
Controlled Airspace, but in the mean8me we were given an ‘ALERTING Service’, which caused the old 
greymaEer to go up a gear as it was the first 8me we have had that from Jersey Control.  
The lady controller was excellent 
from the moment we first 
established comms, changing our 
route to avoid a French Danger Area 
which they had just ac8vated. Then 
she handed us over to Guernsey 
Approach, who monitored us and 
gave a couple of route changes to 
assist us and commercial traffic. Then 
we were handed back again to Jersey 
Control (same lady) for clearing  the 
Control Zone, and were then handed 
over to Rennes. We were on our final 
leg to Dinard with only 32 miles to 
go, and the skies were clearing with 
visibility some 20 miles plus, so it out 
with the airfield plate. Even though 
we had been to Dinard many 8mes, I 
wanted their procedures and VRP's 
firmly established in my mind  in the 
event of our being routed via one of 
the two approaches on our route in. 
Even though we had a fair distance to 

Bodders to Dinard
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run we were handed over to Dinard, and a very fluent English speaking controller. Thankfully we had a 
straight in approach to Runway 35 and were No 1 to land. This is going great – so we thought. The landing was 
a bit of a floater due to the hear rising off the runway. Ini8ally we were requested to go to the parking area, 
but a request for fuel allowed us to move straight to the fuel pump, which was very easy to locate as the 
aircraD parking areas were deserted. Fuel at Dinard involves a 3-400m stroll to the fire sta8on for the keys and 
codes etc., then a walk back and a wait for the fireman to arrive to supervise and complete the invoice, then a 
return to the aircraD, planning to taxi to parking slot. As this was going on I was aware of a figure at the 
terminal 150m away shou8ng and calling us over – a figure we later iden8fied as the Customs Officer 
(Douane). Given that ATC had said we must park up, we taxied to the appropriate slot and walked back to the 
Terminal with our paperwork, including the Covid docs. We arrived to find two Customs officers who were not 
in what I would call the best gree8ng mode. We apologised profusely for having to park first, but they would 
not accept that– they were the priority. While processing our entry they explained that they had not been 
informed of our delayed arrival by ATC, and that there is no customs based at Dinard any more. They had 
been tasked and given a 8me slot for our flight, and that was rigid – they had travelled from St Malo just for 
us. It turns out that as Ryanair had the only commercial flights into Dinard, but had pulled out due to Covid 
and the terminal is effec8vely closed. There are toilets but no other facili8es, and the Customs office is sealed 
off – a real ghost terminal. Thankfully we had some in-flight catering to sustain us while we prepped for the 
next leg of our trip, which was the airfield on the peninsula of Quiberon (LFEQ) some 80 miles south west. 
With the forecast  headwind, that would be between 55-58 minutes flying 8me. 
Leg two commenced with a request to ATC for permission to start up and give them the relevant data for our 
next leg, and strangely enough they once again requested where we had departed from and type of aircraD. 
We taxied to the holding point for power checks and were instructed to hold posi8on at Alpha for two aircraD 
inbound. We were treated to a touch and go by a French Transall and a very low pass by a C130 Hercules. A 
few minutes later we were cleared onto R17 and given almost immediately clearance to take off. We headed 
south west, and as we approached the airfield boundary we were handed over to Rennes, who in turn 
handed us to Nantes. As we approached the coast and the town of Carnac a request to change to Quiberon 
was granted. We flew the final 10 miles along the peninsula and established comms with a very proficient 
English speaking lady controller. We were given a right base approach for R29, with a 5kt leD crosswind, 
"please call final". Once on the ground and parked we visited the tower to say thanks and received a very 
warm welcome. One of the staff recommended the Europa Hotel, which is adjacent to the beach at the 
eastern end of the runway. They made the call and booked us in, explained the route and off we went. It was 
a nice walk, and the myth of the beach at the end of the runway being a naturist beach was destroyed. 
*The con0nuing story of BYNK’s adventure will be told in the next newsle@er. 

BYNKie sur le Continong



By Pete White 

It was a pure joy to welcome back The 
Douglas Bader Founda;on to Bodmin 
Airfield, and to once again be given the 
opportunity to share our passion for 
flying with young souls who are less 
fortunate than most of us.  
To add to our team of volunteer pilots 
and ground crew we were joined by the 
local Aus;n Seven Club, therefore 
offering another unique experience for 
our young visitors and their carers’ 
Despite the excep;onally hot 
condi;ons, the day went extremely well and the youngsters and several of the adult carers and helpers all 
flew in our varied collec;on of flying machines which were siJng pa;ently on the Bodmin turf wai;ng to 
leap into ac;on. 
With an abundance of glee our guests absorbed that famous Bodmin atmosphere – a mixture of simplicity 
and camaraderie – and all leM for home with a ‘goody bag’ and huge smiles. 

Sadly, this will be the last 
Bader Braves event that 
we host as the Douglas 
Bader Founda;on charity 
is changing its direc;on, 
due mainly to the 
re;rement of significant 
members of the 
management board. This 
includes Keith and Jess 
Delderfield, who always 
bring the event to 
Bodmin, and over the 
years have become very 
good friends of the 
airfield and to myself. 
We wish them both well 
and thank them for 
giving us the opportunity 
to help young disabled 
and disadvantaged 
members of our society. 
However we could not 
func;on and operate our 

events without that vital ingredient of volunteer help, and our special Diner 31 cafe. 
My sincere thanks to all of our pilots, ground crew and the Aus;n Seven team – and all of us are again 
deeply grateful to DoUy and the Diner 31 crew who catered for us admirably in the very high temperatures 
we experienced on that Saturday. 
It is with pride that I list our merry band of volunteers, some helping us for the very first ;me. 

None but 
the Brave

Dave Karniewicz and happy passenger

Colin Dukes with his L4



Our pilots: Mark Williams (Norman NAC 1 G-
NACI), Dave Karniewicz (G-CLYN Zenair 705T), 
Colin Dukes (G-BEIU Piper L4 Cub), Nick Lomax 
( G-AFDO Piper J3C65), Jamie Wharram (G-EGLA 
Cessna 172), Richard Saw (G-AIGD Auster J/1 
Autocrat). 
Our ground crew: John Colgate, Susan Edward 
Collins, Jon Parlour, Derek Boyce, Pat Malone, 
Nigel Ramsey, Mar^n Pengelly, Alexandra 
Hunter, Greg Speed, David Young – 
Photographer. 
Diner 31 team: Doay Elderkin, Liz Dal Bon and 
Irina Williams. 
Aus^n Seven crew: Barry Davey and his wife, 
Malcolm Wright and friend Barry. 
Many thanks to you all.

Click on this link to see the great photos taken by David Young which 
serve as a perfect memory of a perfect day: Bader Braves, July 16, 2022

A helping hand from Irina Williams 

A nervous smile from Richard’s passenger Great day out, isn’t it

Nick Lomax came with his J3 Cub

https://www.flickr.com/photos/190239926@N08/albums/72177720300584102


Recently we told the cau/onary tale of a high-/me pilot who almost 
got caught out by an unexpected tailwind at Bodmin. Here, Jay Gates 
explains the topographical situa/on at Bodmin that can some/mes 
lead to confusion over wind direc/on and even cause the windsocks to 
point in apparently random direc/ons. 
In the normal course of events, wind speed and direc6on are given 
over the radio to all aircra8 about to use Bodmin Airfield, inbound or 
outbound. This wind data is super-accurate as it comes from a direct 
feed off the anemometer located in the official WMO Met Office 
Automa6c Weather Sta6on on the airfield – a scien6fic, calibrated 
instrument. Despite having been given the current wind, a pilot will 
o8en request a further wind check because the windsocks appear to 
be giving vastly different direc6onal informa6on from one another, 
and from the datum passed by the duty manager. Which is lying? 
There is a good reason why the windsocks seem to be in conflict with 
each other. The main thing to remember is that the anemometer read-
out as passed from the Tower is correct, and should be heeded. 

Bodmin Airfield is effec6vely siMng on top of a small 
hillock; on all four sides of the airfield the land falls 
away, which is one of the reasons why we have such 
good winter runway drainage compared to other 
airfields. Water flows straight off the airfield, and no 
water flows down onto it. The topography of the 
airfield is also the answer to the apparently 
contradictory winds. Wind is effec6vely a fluid that 
travels in straight lines if nothing disturbs its flow. As 
soon as it meets an obstacle, it will take the line of 
least resistance and will flow around it, largely 
recovering its original direc6on once it has passed 
the obstruc6on. Runway 13/31 mostly runs along the 
highest part of the airfield – looking at the Ordnance 

Survey map of the airfield which shows the land contours you can see that the top of the hillock runs 
preSy much along the length of the runway. This blister of raised land creates the condi6ons for the wind 
to curve around the airfield, especially if it is blowing from north or south. The streamline flow chart here 
shows what happens to the wind when it meets the hillock. The upshot is that the two windsocks appear 
some6mes to show that the wind is blowing from different direc6ons, and that they are approximately 45 
degrees apart. In reality, that is only true at the points at which the windsocks stand. In fact, the average 
direc6on of the wind along the whole runway is as 
per the anemometer. The threshold, the midpoint 
and the rollout ends of 31/13 will experience the 
same winds as the anemometer. This means that the 
wind speed and direc6on given to the pilot by the 
duty manager is accurate, and that there is nothing 
to be concerned about. However, keep asking if in 
doubt.

When windsocks lie

Pants on fire



The secret history 
of Sierra Mike
Out of the blue comes an email from the other side of 
the world: “Glad to see my former trainer is s8ll flying! I 
used this aircra= for my training at the An8och, 
California airport back in 1982. You never forget your 
first plane – N68948. Hope she’s s8ll flying well!” 
The sender is one Mark Culcasi, and the aircra= is of 
course G-BNSM, which started life in 1981 as N68948 
and came to England in 1988, joining the Cornwall 
Flying Club fleet in 1990. And yes, she is s8ll flying well! 
Mark says he learned to fly with a school called Tedco 
Avia8on, which also ran the FBO at An8och, a sizeable 
town in the Bay Area east of San Francisco. 
Unfortunately the airfield closed about the same 8me 
‘Scary Mike’ came to Cornwall, and has been turned into 
a housing estate – it’s the same story everywhere. 
An8och has become an overspill area for San Francisco 
and Oakland commuters as real estate prices in the big 

ci8es have risen beyond the reach of the average 
worker. Mark says: “There’s a middle school right 
where the airport used to be. They call themselves 
the ‘Dallas Ranch Aviators.’ And yes, I was one of 
those rough flying and landing student pilots. The 
bird’s probably happy it le= for England!”  
The photograph above shows An8och airfield in its 
prime, and is thought to have been taken about 
1982. Chances are that SM is also present, but the 
picture is too small to be certain. Maybe Mark 
Culcasi is there somewhere, too.

Vintage Aircraft Club fly-in and ‘Meet the LAA’ day
By Pete White 
Not all events turn out the way they are planned, even a=er hours of e-mails , toil and burning much midnight 
oil – and this is due 99% of the 8me to the interference of the pesky weather gods.  
Our Vintage Aircra= Club Fly-in and Light Aircra= Associa8on Day event at Bodmin was vic8m of this very 
cause… ‘unfavourable weather’. 
The team were poised, our Diner 31 was stocked up and our poets and musicians rehearsed and wai8ng for 
the tabs to open. But it was not to be. 
None the less I would like to thank all of the good folk that arrived at a damp airfield all brimming with 
op8mism and enthusiasm. The result was a great Club social with folk chaeng and devouring Dofy’s burgers 
and drinking endless coffee between taking road visitors on hangar tours.  
A special thanks to Anne Hughes from the VAC who made quite a trek to be with us, and to David and Neil 
who gave up their 8me to represent the LAA, an organisa8on that is vital for the future of all general avia8on. 
Thank you, guys. 
The cast: Pete White, John and Anthea Colgate, Richard Allarton, Peter Gibbs, Jon Parlour, Mark Joce, 
Maf Gunner, Bill Thirtle, Mar8n Lardner, Mark Williams, Jay Gates 
Catering:  Dofy Elderkin, Sandra Gunner, Irina Williams 
VAC: Anne Hughes. LAA: Neil Wilson, David Millin.

Late lamented Antioch

N68948 today



 VINTAGE BI-PLANE FLIGHTS       Fly In a Boeing A75 Stearman from Bodmin Airfield 

Enjoy a flight in an early example of the Boeing Stearman trainer.

This particular aircraft saw service with several USAAF flying schools
between 1937 and 1945. Feel the wind in your hair as you fly at 2000 feet 
above the beautiful Cornish countryside and view the coast and the 
magic of Cornwall through the wing struts. Enjoy your flight with an 
experienced instructor of this rare PT13A wartime training aircraft and 
make memories for a life time.           Book now for 20th & 21st August

 Prices start from £220       Time quoted is actual flight time... 

20 minutes £220 
30 minutes £300 
40 minutes £400 
60 minutes £500

Contact:     Pete White, Events Director, AEROCLUB & Events Organiser 

01752 406660 07805 805679      pete@aeronca.co.uk       www.bodminairfield.com 

mailto:pete@aeronca.co.uk
http://www.bodminairfield.com





